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SUMMARY

During cell division, a microtubule-basedmitotic spin-
dle mediates the faithful segregation of duplicated
chromosomes into daughter cells. Proper length con-
trol of the metaphase mitotic spindle is critical to this
processand is thought tobeachieved throughamech-
anism in which spindle pole separation forces from
plus-end-directed motors are balanced by forces
from minus-end-directed motors that pull spindle
poles together. However, in contrast to this model,
metaphase mitotic spindles with inactive kinesin-
14 minus-end-directed motors often have shorter
spindle lengths, along with poorly aligned spindle mi-
crotubules.Amechanistic explanation for thisparadox
is unknown. Using computational modeling, in vitro
reconstitution, live-cell fluorescence microscopy, and
electron microscopy, we now find that the budding
yeast kinesin-14 molecular motor Kar3-Cik1 can effi-
ciently align spindle microtubules along the spindle
axis. This then allows plus-end-directed kinesin-5
motors to efficiently exert the outward microtubule
sliding forces needed for proper spindle bipolarity.

INTRODUCTION

During cell division, a microtubule-based mitotic spindle medi-

ates the faithful segregation of duplicated chromosomes into

daughter cells. Stable length control of the metaphase spindle

is crucial to ensuring the fidelity of chromosome segregation dur-

ing this process. This is thought to be achieved through a mech-

anism in which outwardly directed forces from plus-end-directed

kinesin-5 molecular motors (which act to push spindle poles

apart) are balanced by inwardly directed forces from minus-

end motors (which act to pull spindle poles together) (reviewed

in Goshima and Scholey, 2010 and Subramanian and Kapoor,

2012). A clear prediction from this model is that metaphase spin-

dles with inactive minus-end-directed kinesin-14 motors should

have longermitotic spindle lengths, due to a reduction in inwardly

directed forces. However, the opposite phenotype has frequently
Deve
been observed (Table 1). For example, knockdown of the human

kinesin-14 HSET by RNAi leads to short spindles, even though

pole formation remains unaffected (Cai et al., 2009), and fission

yeast mitotic spindles are substantially shorter in the absence

of the kinesin-14 molecular motor Pkl1 (Troxell et al., 2001). In

general, the absence or inactivation of kinesin-14 molecular mo-

tors has been correlated with disorganized and often shorter

mitotic spindles across a wide range of organisms (Table 1). A

mechanistic explanation for this phenomenon is unknown.

To maintain a stable metaphase spindle length, plus-end-

directed kinesin-5 motors are responsible for sliding oppositely

oriented microtubules apart to stably separate the spindle poles

or centrosomes (Enos and Morris, 1990; Kashina et al., 1996; Sa-

win et al., 1992). However, this action requires the prior establish-

ment of a functional spindle ‘‘midzone’’ that is made up of micro-

tubules that are closely aligned along the spindle axis, so that the

kinesin-5motors can properly crosslink and slide antiparallel spin-

dle microtubules. In budding yeast, the minus-end-directed kine-

sin-14 Kar3 is one of only two motors that are required for proper

spindle assembly (Cottingham et al., 1999), which hints that kine-

sin-14 motor proteins could perhaps have a role in the assembly

and maintenance of a functional spindle midzone and thus act to

facilitate proper force generation by kinesin-5 molecular motors.

We now find that the yeast kinesin-14 molecular motor Kar3-

Cik1 efficiently organizes microtubules into a functional spindle

midzone by virtue of the motor’s minus-end-directed motility.

This enables plus-end-directed kinesin-5 motors to exert the

outward microtubule sliding forces needed for spindle bipolarity.

Here, spindle microtubule minus ends that are anchored at the

poles act as spatial positioning guides that are used by the kine-

sin-14 Kar3-Cik1 motors to pivot microtubules into alignment

with the central spindle axis. Our results demonstrate how sim-

ple rules for minus-end motor directionality and the polarity of

microtubule attachment could lead to a functional spindle mid-

zone inside of cells.

RESULTS

Kar3-Cik1 Is the Predominant Yeast Kinesin-14
Heterodimer that Regulates Spindle Length and
Morphology
Inside of cells, the yeast kinesin-14 molecular motor Kar3 does

not act as a functional monomer or homodimer, but rather
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Table 1. Mitotic Spindle Length and Kinesin-14 Molecular Motors

Organism (Kinesin-14 Protein) Effect on Spindle Length Reference

H. sapiens (HeLa cells: HSET) spindles �20% shorter in HSET RNAi Cai et al., 2009

S. pombe (Pkl1, Klp2) spindles are �11% shorter in pkl1D Troxell et al., 2001

spindles are �5% longer in klp2D

D. melanogaster

(S2 cells: Ncd)

overexpression of Ncd caused a dose-dependent elongation of

the metaphase spindle

Goshima et al., 2005

Ncd RNAi caused splaying of microtubules and slight increase in

spindle length

S. cerevisiae (Kar3) short mitotic spindles and disrupted spindle structure in kar3D Meluh and Rose, 1990;

Saunders et al., 1997a

X. laevis (XCTK2) a 4-fold increase in monopolar spindles and unstable spindle

length in the presence of anti-XCTK2 antibodies

Walczak et al., 1998

A. thaliana (ATK5) spindle width at midzone significantly larger in atk5-1 compared

with WT cells

Ambrose and Cyr, 2007

C. albicans (Kar3) well-defined mitotic spindles missing in kar3�/� Sherwood and Bennett, 2008

D. melanogaster

(embryos: Ncd)

overall rate and extent of spindle pole separation is greater, and

there is poor spindle structure and spindle microtubule alignment

in absence of Ncd

Sharp et al., 2000

This table summarizes previously published literature that describes the effect of kinesin-14 disruptions on mitotic spindle phenotypes.
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selectively heterodimerizes with either of two different accessory

proteins, Cik1 or Vik1 (Barrett et al., 2000; Gardner et al., 2008b;

Manning et al., 1999; Page and Snyder, 1992) (Figure 1A). Impor-

tantly, Cik1 and Vik1 both associate with Kar3 through their

coiled-coil domains, which allows for a second microtubule-

binding site at the tail in addition to Kar3 motor-head binding

(Figure 1A). Specifically, we note that the cik1D mutant disrupts

the microtubule crosslinking ability of the Kar3-Cik1 motor: pre-

viously published in vivo studies demonstrated that interaction of

Cik1 with Kar3 was required for association of the nonmotor

domain of Kar3 to microtubules, while motor domain binding of

Kar3 did not require Cik1 (Page et al., 1994; Page and Snyder,

1992). Therefore, Kar3 does not crosslink microtubules in the

absence of the accessory protein Cik1, even thoughmicrotubule

binding of the Kar3 motor domain would still occur (Allingham

et al., 2007; Barrett et al., 2000; Manning et al., 1999; Meluh

and Rose, 1990).

Previous data suggest that Kar3-Cik1 has a substantially more

important role in maintaining the structural stability of the yeast

anaphase spindle than does Kar3-Vik1 (Gardner et al., 2008b).

However, the differential effects of Kar3-Cik1 and Kar3-Vik1 on

metaphase spindle structure have not been examined. There-

fore, budding yeast strains with labeled microtubules (Tub1-

GFP) and spindle poles (Spc110-mCherry) were used to examine

wild-type (WT), cik1D, vik1D, and kar3D metaphase spindles.

Here, total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy of

coverslip-adhered live yeast cells was used to observe spindle

length and general spindle structure (Figure 1B). Qualitatively,

it was found that WT metaphase spindles appeared longer and

had tightly aligned microtubules (Figure 1B, top), while spindles

in vik1D and especially in cik1D were shorter and appeared to

have frequent ‘‘stray’’ microtubules emanating from spindle

poles (Figure 1B, center). Similarly, kar3D spindles, which are ex-

pected to show characteristics of both cik1D and vik1D spindles,

also appeared shorter and less tightly aligned than theWTmeta-

phase spindles (Figure 1B).
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To quantify this observation, metaphase spindle length and

width were assessed in each case. First, spindle length was

measured as the distance between the red Spc110-mCherry

pole markers along the spindle axis (Figure 1C). Here, we found

that while metaphase spindle lengths were significantly shorter

in both cik1D and vik1D spindles compared to WT spindles

(Figure 1C; p << 0.0001, t test: both comparisons), the cik1D

spindles were, on average, shorter than the vik1D spindles (p

<< 0.0001, t test: cik1D versus vik1D) (Roof et al., 1991, 1992; Sa-

unders et al., 1997b; Saunders and Hoyt, 1992). Second, the

approximate metaphase spindle width was quantified by fitting

a Gaussian distribution to the integrated tubulin-associated fluo-

rescence above and below the spindle axis (Figure 1D). While

this method is inherently noisy, there was a general trend toward

wider spindles in the kinesin-14 deletion mutants, and especially

for the cik1D spindles (Figure 1D). Thus, quantitative analysis of

microtubule-associated spindle fluorescence inside of cells sug-

gests that interpolar microtubules in metaphase spindles are

misaligned in the kinesin-14 deletion mutants, and particularly

in the absence of Cik1 compared to Vik1 (Figure S1 available

online).

Kar3-Cik1 Targets Spindle Microtubules during
Metaphase while Kar3-Vik1 Is Targeted to Poles
Consistent with the finding that Kar3 selectively heterodimerizes

with either Cik1 or Vik1 (Barrett et al., 2000; Gardner et al.,

2008b; Manning et al., 1999), previous in vivo analysis in yeast

anaphase spindles demonstrated that Kar3-GFP was localized

both at the spindle poles and in punctate spots within the

anaphase spindle and that the Kar3-Cik1 complex was primarily

responsible for the Kar3-GFP signal within the spindle. In

contrast, Kar3-Vik1 was exclusively located near to the spindle

poles (Gardner et al., 2008b). Thus, we performed a similar anal-

ysis to determine how the accessory proteins Cik1 and Vik1

apportion Kar3-GFP protein on the metaphase spindle. We

found that Kar3-GFP is distributed both at the spindle poles,
nc.
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Figure 1. Kar3-Cik1 Molecular Motors

Contribute to Proper Metaphase Spindle

Length

(A) Kar3 associates with either of two accessory

proteins, Vik1 or Cik1, inside of cells.

(B) TIRFmicroscopy experiments in live cells (scale

bar, 1,000 nm).

(C) Quantitative analyses of TIRF microscopy ex-

periments (WT, n = 392; cik1D, n = 219; vik1D, n =

209; kar3D, n = 195; error bars show SEM).

(D) TIRF microscopy experiments demonstrate

wider spindles in cik1D and vik1D experiments

(error bars show SEM).

(E) Localization studies using fluorescence micro-

scopy (scale bar, 500 nm).
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and, to a lesser extent, within the metaphase spindle itself (Fig-

ure 1E, top). However, in vik1D spindles, the Kar3-GFP protein

within the metaphase spindle appears to be increased relative

to the poles, suggesting that Cik1 mediates localization of Kar3

to spindle microtubules (Figure 1E, middle). Conversely, Kar3-

GFP is strongly localized to the spindle poles in cik1D spindles,

suggesting that Vik1 mediates localization of Kar3 to the spindle

poles rather than to the spindlemicrotubules (Figure 1E, bottom).

Thus, we conclude that the accessory protein Cik1 localizes the

Kar3-Cik1 motor to spindle microtubules, and, together with the

results that metaphase spindle lengths were significantly shorter

in cik1D spindles compared to vik1D spindles, we hypothesize

that the heterodimeric kinesin-14 molecular motor Kar3-Cik1

may act on spindle microtubules to control metaphase mitotic

spindle length. Therefore, we focused the remainder of the inves-

tigation exclusively on Kar3-Cik1 and its interactions with spindle

microtubules during metaphase.

Metaphase Spindles in cik1D Mutants Have Improper
Microtubule Alignment
Quantitative analysis of microtubule-associated spindle fluores-

cence suggests that interpolar microtubules were misaligned in

metaphase cik1D spindles (Figure 1D). However, an alternative

explanation for the fluorescence imaging results is that cik1D

spindles nucleate additional cytoplasmic or spindle microtu-

bules, as has been previously reported (Huyett et al., 1998; Sa-

unders et al., 1997a). To distinguish between these possibilities,

we reconstructedWT and cik1D yeastmetaphase spindles using

electron tomography (Figure 2A; Movie S1) and found that the in-

terpolar microtubules were indeed severely misaligned in the

shorter cik1D spindles, leading to a poorly aligned spindle struc-
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ture (Figure 2A). However, the total num-

ber of microtubules attached to the spin-

dle poles (NMT) was similar between WT

and cik1D spindles (Figure S2; nMT,WT =

40 ± 2, nMT,cik1D = 41 ± 1 [mean ± SD];

p = 0.27, t test).

To quantify spindle microtubule align-

ment in the tomographic models, an anal-

ysis was performed that identified those

microtubules that were closely spaced

and aligned with other microtubules over

a substantial distance: ‘‘core microtu-
bules’’ were defined as those that were separated from other mi-

crotubules by 45 nm or less over a distance of 300 nm or greater.

We found that the cik1Dmetaphase spindles in the tomographic

reconstructions had more variability in core microtubule

numbers than in the WT cells (Figure 2B, left; p = 0.03, f test),

and, importantly, that the cik1D cells with decreased coremicro-

tubule numbers tended to also have shorter spindles lengths

(Figure 2B, right). Thus, we conclude that (1) the minus-end-

directed kinesin-14 motor protein Kar3-Cik1 improves the effi-

ciency of aligning interpolarmicrotubules in the yeastmetaphase

spindle and (2) properly aligned spindle microtubules are corre-

lated with longer spindle lengths.

In the electron microscopy (EM) tomographic reconstructions,

there were occasional stray spindle microtubules that grew well

past the opposite spindle pole body (Figure S2A). Thus, to deter-

mine whether overall microtubule length regulation was altered

in the cik1D mutant cells, we measured the length distribution

of astral microtubules during mitosis in WT and mutant cells.

Here, astral microtubule lengths were similar between WT and

cik1D cells (Figure S1C; p = 0.55, t test). Therefore, we conclude

that poorly aligned interpolar microtubules grow beyond the

opposite spindle pole in cik1D spindles as a consequence of

their poor alignment along the spindle axis.

Disrupted Spindle Structures in cik1D Spindles Are
Correlated with Reduced Spindle Binding of the
Outward-Force-Generating Molecular Motor Cin8
The kinesin-5 molecular motor Cin8 is expected to be the major

outward-force-generating spindle motor in budding yeast. This

is based in part on previous work that showed that spindle

lengths were shorter in cin8D spindles and longer with Cin8
2, October 13, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 63
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Figure 2. Poor Interpolar Microtubule Alignment in cik1D Spindles Leads to Shorter Spindle Lengths

(A) Electron tomography experiments in WT (1,128 nm) and cik1D (868 nm) spindles.

(B) Core microtubule number in cik1D (n = 4) compared to WT spindles (n = 6). Reduced core microtubule number was associated with shorter cik1D spindles

(right).

(C) Spindle length is positively correlated with integrated Cin8-GFP fluorescence in WT spindles (pzero_slope << 0.0001, red).

(D) Cin8-GFP localization and attachment appears disrupted in cik1D metaphase spindles (top: scale bar, 500 nm; bottom: p = 0.0008).

(E) Schematic showing that the kinesin-5 molecular motor Cin8 is not able to properly crosslink unaligned midzone microtubules.
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overexpression (Gardner et al., 2008a; Hildebrandt and Hoyt,

2000; Saunders and Hoyt, 1992). Thus, because metaphase

spindles are shorter in cik1D cells, it may be that improper spin-

dle microtubule alignment in cik1D disrupts proper Cin8 target-

ing and crosslinking. Here, Cin8, which is unable to crosslink

widely spaced interpolar microtubules, may have an increased

off-rate, leading to reduced Cin8 targeting in cik1D spindles.

Thus, we reasoned that reduced Cin8-GFP fluorescence in-

tensity on the spindle may reflect improper Cin8 targeting and

therefore be correlated with shorter mitotic spindle lengths. To

test this idea, we performed the following proof-of-principle ex-

periments. (1) The Cin8-GFP expression level was gradually

increased under a GAL1 promoter, and spindle length was

measured as a function of increasing spindle-bound Cin8-GFP

fluorescence (Figure S1). These experiments demonstrated

that increased total Cin8-GFP signal was indeed associated

with longer spindle lengths, consistent with the hypothesis that

an increase in outward-force-generating Cin8 motor binding to

the spindle leads to longer spindle lengths (Figure S1). (2) Meta-
64 Developmental Cell 31, 61–72, October 13, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier I
phase spindles labeled with Cin8-GFP and Spc110-mCherry

spindle pole markers in live cells were analyzed by simulta-

neously measuring both spindle length and total Cin8-GFP fluo-

rescence for each spindle. Then, the WT spindle length was

plotted against total Cin8-GFP fluorescence for each spindle

(Figure 2C). There was a clear positive correlation, such that

decreased Cin8-GFP fluorescence was correlated with the

shorter spindles (p << 0.0001, linear regression), consistent

with the hypothesis that a decrease in outward-force-generating

Cin8motor binding to the spindle leads to shorter spindle lengths

(Figure 2C). We conclude that total spindle-bound Cin8-GFP

fluorescence provides a readout for spindle microtubule cross-

linking by Cin8 and that reduced Cin8-GFP fluorescence on

the spindle leads to shorter spindle lengths.

To test whether reduced Cin8 binding in cik1D spindles may

lead to their shorter spindle lengths, the total Cin8-GFP fluores-

cence was analyzed in cik1D spindles for comparison to WT

cells. The average Cin8-GFP fluorescence was reduced in

cik1D compared to WT spindles (p = 0.0007, t test; Figure 2D).
nc.
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Figure 3. Computational Simulations Pre-

dict that Minus-End-Directed Crosslinking

Motors Efficiently Align Midzone Microtu-

bules while Plus-End-Directed Motors and

Angular Diffusion Do Not

(A) Models for molecular motor-based ‘‘zippering’’

of microtubules to form a mitotic spindle midzone.

(B) Typical simulation starting conditions (top) and

potential ending condition (bottom) (blue: micro-

tubules; red: motors).

(C and D) Simulations predict that minus-end-

directed motors are more efficient at midzone

microtubule alignment than are plus-end-directed

motors (C) and passive angular diffusion (D; Movie

S2). Green arrow indicates experimentally mea-

sured diffusion coefficient intercept (Kalinina et al.,

2013) (Figure S3). Inset: alignment efficiency de-

pends weakly on minus-end-directed motor tail

length in the simulation.

(E) Simulated minus-end motors promote proper

midzonemicrotubule alignment because they tend

to pivot splayed microtubules toward the spindle

poles (left). In contrast, plus-end motors tend to

pivot spindle microtubules away from the midzone

(center), and passive angular diffusion has no po-

sitional bias and is thus less efficient at pivoting

simulated microtubules into alignment along the

spindle axis.
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We conclude that disrupted interpolar microtubule alignment in

cik1D spindles (Figures 2A and 2B) leads to reduced binding of

outward-force-generating Cin8 molecular motors (Figure 2D),

which in turn leads to reduced spindle lengths (Figure 2E).

Simulations Predict that a Minus-End-Directed
Crosslinking Molecular Motor Can Efficiently Align
Microtubules along the Spindle Axis
Based on our experimental results, poor efficiency in properly

aligning interpolar microtubules likely leads to short, unstable

mitotic spindles in cik1D cells, which could have serious conse-

quences for the fidelity of chromosome segregation during

mitosis (Kwon et al., 2008; Yuen et al., 2007). Therefore, we

used computational simulations to investigate potential mecha-

nisms for how motors could properly align microtubules along

the spindle axis during metaphase.

The simulations were used to compare three distinct mecha-

nisms for how microtubules could be properly aligned along

the spindle axis: (1) minus-end-directed motors with a second
Developmental Cell 31, 61–72
microtubule-binding site on the tail could

act as ‘‘motile crosslinkers’’ to pivot

microtubules into alignment (Figure 3A,

left) (Furuta and Toyoshima, 2008; Shi-

mizu et al., 1995); (2) plus-end-directed

motors with a second microtubule-bind-

ing site on the tail could similarly pivot

microtubules (Figure 3A, center); and (3)

angular diffusion could allow interpolar

microtubules to passively pivot into align-

ment (Kalinina et al., 2013). For theminus-

and plus-end-directed motor simulations,
kinesin motor proteins acted as ‘‘motile crosslinkers,’’ such that

the walking motor-head bound to one microtubule, and then the

tail bound to a separate microtubule. In these simulations, it was

assumed that the motor tail would remain bound to a crosslink-

ing microtubule as it trailed the motor-head, i.e., the tail was

pulled along on its respective microtubule by the walking

motor-head that was attached to its ownmicrotubule (Figure 1A).

These simulated motor proteins could be minus-end directed

(Figure 3A, left) or plus-end directed (Figure 3A, center) and

could potentially pivot spindle microtubules into alignment with

the central spindle axis (see Supplemental Experimental Proce-

dures for details and assumptions). The idea that a motile cross-

linking motor could align microtubules has been previously

demonstrated in vitro using purified kinesin-14 proteins from

other organisms, and so represents a reasonable potential

mechanism for spindle microtubule alignment (Ghosh et al.,

2013; Portran et al., 2013). Alternatively, angular diffusion could

allow spindle microtubules to passively pivot into alignment at

the midzone (Figure 3A, right) (Kalinina et al., 2013). Note that
, October 13, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 65
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in all cases (either with active motors or with passive angular

diffusion), it was assumed that once a microtubule plus end

was within proximity of the spindle axis (i.e., so that the spindle

microtubule was nearly parallel to the spindle axis), other cross-

linking proteins would ‘‘capture’’ the microtubule and would thus

hold the microtubule in place along the spindle axis for the

remainder of the simulation (Schuyler et al., 2003).

To run the simulations, microtubule minus ends were

randomly assigned to positions inside of 250-nm-diameter spin-

dle poles, as in previous budding yeast simulations (Gardner

et al., 2005). Then, the spindle microtubule plus ends were al-

lowed to ‘‘splay’’ out away from the spindle poles at random

3D angles (t = 0, 0�–30�; Figure 3B, top). This type of configura-

tion would be characteristic of a mitotic spindle with a poorly

formed spindlemidzone, aswas observed in cik1D spindles (Fig-

ure 2A), or which could be present during early spindle formation

(O’Toole et al., 1999; Winey et al., 1995). At the simulation

completion (tduration = 15 min), we asked whether the simulated

molecular motors had ‘‘rescued’’ the splayed phenotype by piv-

oting microtubules into parallel 3D alignment along the spindle

axis (Figure 3B, bottom). Here, an ‘‘alignment efficiency’’ was

calculated to provide a quantitative output for rescue success

in each case, as follows:

eff = 100

�P
anglesstart �

P
anglesendP

anglesstart

�
: (1)

Here, eff is efficiency of microtubule alignment along the spindle

axis (%), and Ʃanglesstart and Ʃanglesend represent the sum of

the absolute values of all 3D angles (q and 4) for all interpolar mi-

crotubules at the start and end of the simulation, respectively,

such that q = 4 = 0� represented perfect alignment along the

spindle axis for a given spindle microtubule.

We first used the stochastic simulations to compare the ability

of the minus-end-directed and plus-end-directed motile cross-

linking motors to efficiently align spindle microtubules along

the spindle axis. Importantly, while minus-end-directed motors

aligned spindle microtubules along the spindle axis with �75%

efficiency over 15 min of simulation time, the corresponding effi-

ciency for plus-end-directed crosslinking motors was negative,

suggesting that plus-end-directed motile crosslinkers with a

single motor-head could act to misalign antiparallel spindle

microtubules, splaying them away from the spindle centerline

(Figure 3C; this would not apply to kinesin-5motors with twomo-

tor-heads, as thesemotors stall on antiparallel microtubules [Ka-

pitein et al., 2005]). Thus, while splayed spindle microtubules

were routinely pivoted into 3D alignment with the spindle axis

in the minus-end-directed motor simulation (Figure 3B; Movie

S2), plus-end-directed motors had the opposite effect: spindle

microtubules were, on average, splayed away from alignment

with the spindle axis (Figure 3C; Movie S2).

We then used the simulation to predict the relative efficiency of

minus-end-directed motors compared to passive angular diffu-

sion in aligning spindle microtubules along the central spindle

axis. Passive angular diffusion of interpolar microtubules was

included in all simulations, regardless of the presence or

absence of active motors, using an empirical fit to previously

published microtubule length-dependent angular diffusion coef-

ficients in fission yeast (Kalinina et al., 2013) (Figure S3). How-

ever, passive angular diffusion by itself was not sufficient to
66 Developmental Cell 31, 61–72, October 13, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier I
efficiently align microtubules along the spindle axis in simulation,

regardless of the angular diffusion coefficient value tested (Fig-

ure 3D, green arrow represents published measurement [Kali-

nina et al., 2013]).

To ensure that the alignment efficiency result for minus-end-

directed motors was robust over a range of tail crosslink lengths,

we evaluated the simulated alignment efficiency for a range of

motor tail lengths (Figure 3D, inset). Alignment efficiency drop-

ped as a function of decreasedmotor tail length, but only moder-

ately: there was a 16% drop in simulated efficiency from a

100 nm tail length down to a 40 nm tail length (Figure 3D, inset).

Thus, over a range of reasonable tail lengths, simulations predict

that minus-end-directed motile crosslinking motors are uniquely

able to efficiently align microtubules along the spindle axis to

build a functional midzone in yeast metaphase spindles.

Careful examination of spindle simulation movies suggested

that the difference in alignment efficiency between plus-end-

directed and minus-end-directed motors relied primarily on the

localization of microtubule minus ends at the spindle poles: in

walking toward the microtubule minus ends at the poles, the

crosslinking molecular motors tended to swivel the plus ends

of microtubules attached to the opposite pole toward the spindle

axis, in line with the two spindle poles (Movie S2; Figure 3E, left,

black dashed line shows spindle axis). In contrast, motile cross-

linking plus-end-directed motors swiveled microtubules toward

the splayed microtubule plus ends and thus tended to splay

the microtubule plus ends away from the spindle axis (Movie

S2; Figure 3E, center). While the passive angular diffusion simu-

lations did not adversely affect microtubule alignment at the

spindle equator, lack of a strong bias toward the spindle center-

line decreased the efficiency of the alignment process, such that

over a normal metaphase timescale, alignment efficiency re-

mained low (�20%; Movie S2; Figure 3E, right). Thus, the simu-

lations predicted that molecular motors that walk toward spindle

poles (i.e., minus-end-directed motors) could align microtubules

along the spindle axis.

In Vitro Experiments Demonstrate that Full-Length
Kar3-Cik1 Is Minus-End-Directed and Can Crosslink
Microtubules
Our in vivo data demonstrated that, on average, spindle microtu-

bules were poorly aligned in cik1D metaphase spindles, leading

to a dysfunctional spindle midzone and shorter spindle lengths.

In addition, simulations that predicted a mechanism for spindle

microtubule alignment by Kar3-Cik1 required that (1) the full-

length motor was minus-end directed and (2) the motor could

crosslink and align microtubules. While truncated Kar3-Cik1

has been previously shown to move toward the minus ends of

microtubules (Endow et al., 1994; Meluh and Rose, 1990; Mid-

dleton and Carbon, 1994; Page et al., 1994), and the heterodimer

has been predicted to crosslink microtubules (Barrett et al.,

2000), the in vitro behavior of the full-length Kar3-Cik1 complex

has not yet been described. Therefore, full-length Kar3-GFP/

Cik1-glutathione S-transferase (GST) was purified from budding

yeast cells (see Experimental Procedures and Figure S4), and

its interaction with rhodamine-labeled guanosine-50-[(a,b)-meth-

yleno]triphosphate (GMPCPP)-stabilized microtubules was

observed in vitro using TIRF microscopy (Figure 4A). We found

that the full-length Kar3-Cik1 motor moved quickly and
nc.
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Figure 4. In Vitro Experiments Demonstrate that Full-Length Kar3-

Cik1 Is a Processive Minus-End-Directed Molecular Motor that

Crosslinks Microtubules

(A) TIRF microscopy assays demonstrated that purified Kar3-GFP/Cik1-GST

moves in a processive minus-end-directed manner along a microtubule (dim,

minus end; bright, plus-end) (Movie S3).
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processively in a minus-end-directed manner along the microtu-

bules: using polarity-marked microtubules, all of the observable

motor movements were toward the microtubule minus ends

(Movie S3; Figure 4B), regardless of salt concentration tested

(Figure S4), and also whether or not the GST tag was cleaved

from Cik1 (Figure S4). The mean ± SEM motor velocity over all

salt concentrations was 45 ± 2.5 nm/s (Figure S4), which is

similar to published values for the kinesin-8 motor Kip3, albeit

in the opposite direction (Kip3 velocity �50 nm/s) (Varga et al.,

2006).

To determine whether the range of motor tail lengths was

consistent with our simulations, we performed room-tempera-

ture negative staining and transmission electron microscopy

(TEM) of the microtubule-bound Kar3-Cik1 motor. Here, Kar3-

Cik1motors attached tomicrotubules appeared to be consistent

with single molecules (Figure 4C, left, yellow circles). We specu-

late that ‘‘tail’’-attached motors display the motor-head away

from the microtubule (Figure 4C, right top, red arrows), and

‘‘head’’-attached motors display the motor-head attachment

on the microtubule (Figure 4C, right bottom, green arrows). We

found that the motor tail was significantly longer than the

25 nm microtubule diameter, with a length estimate from our

TEM images of 60–100 nm.

In addition to being minus-end directed, the second major

assumption in our model for how kinesin-14 molecular motors

could effectively align the microtubule-based spindle midzone

was in their ability to crosslink microtubules. Therefore, this

assumption was also tested using the in vitro assay. Here,

rhodamine-labeled GMPCPP microtubules were attached to

coverslips using anti-rhodamine antibody, and then Kar3-Cik1

motors were introduced into the flow chamber, along with Alexa

647-labeled cargo microtubules. Using this assay, motor-asso-

ciated alignment and sliding of microtubules were observed:

Kar3-Cik1 motors acted to pivot the blue (Alexa 647) cargo

microtubule into alignment with the red (rhodamine) coverslip-

attached microtubule and then subsequently to slide the blue

cargo microtubule along the red microtubule (Figures 4D and

S4; Movies S4, S5, S6, and S7). These pivoting and sliding

events were observed both in the presence and in the absence

of the GST tag on Cik1 (Figure S4), and observations of motor

directionality on aligned microtubules indicated that the Kar3-

Cik1 motors aligned both parallel and antiparallel microtubules,

consistent with simulation assumptions (Movies S4, S5, S6,

and S7).

As a further test of Kar3-Cik1 crosslinking activity, red and

green stabilized microtubules were incubated together in tubes

both with and without Kar3-Cik1, and the mixtures were then

visualized on coverslips using TIRF microscopy. While there

was no crosslinking of the red and green microtubules from
(B) All observations demonstrated minus-end-directed Kar3/Cik1 motility.

(C) Negative-stained TEM images provide evidence for single-molecule

microtubule binding events (yellow circles). The red and green arrows (right)

are suggestive of Kar3-Cik1 motor-heads (inset scale bars, 25 nm).

(D) In vitro Kar3-Cik1 motors (green) act to pivot and slide the cargo Alexa 647

microtubules (blue) relative to the coverslip-attached rhodamine microtubules

(red) (Movies S4, S5, S6, and S7) (scale bar, 2 mm).

(E) Kar3-Cik1 robustly crosslinks red and greenmicrotubules in a bulk bundling

experiment.
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Figure 5. The Localization and Dynamics of Kar3/Cik1 Are Consistent with Simulation Predictions for Its Role in Midzone Microtubule

Alignment

(A) Simulations predict (blue) and experiments confirm (magenta) that Kar3-Cik1 is localized just outside of the midzone, near to the spindle poles (p = 0.79, K-S

test) (scale bar, 1,000 nm).

(B and C) Experimentally estimated motor numbers (B; see Supplemental Experimental Procedures) are consistent with (C) simulations that predict that R20

Kar3-Cik1 motors numbers could result in reasonable midzone microtubule alignment efficiency.

(D and E) Experimental and simulated FRAP experiments. A reasonable fit between experiments and simulations is achieved using koff = 1 s�1 for Kar3-Cik1motor

interaction with microtubules (D), which is (E) an off-rate that simulations predict should produce efficient midzone microtubule alignment.

(legend continued on next page)
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the control tube (Figure 4E, left), after a 30 min incubation with

Kar3-Cik1, 67% of the microtubules were in large bundles of

red and green microtubules (Figure 4E, right). Thus, in vitro ex-

periments provide evidence that Kar3-Cik1 crosslinking may

act to align and bundle microtubules in the mitotic spindle. Sim-

ulations and experiments were then used to directly test model

predictions.

In Vivo Kar3-Cik1 Localization Is Consistent with
Simulation Predictions for Its Role in Spindle
Microtubule Alignment
We first evaluated the localization of Cik1-3xGFP in the yeast

metaphase spindle. Here, simulations predict, and TIRF micro-

scopy experiments confirm, that while functional experiments

demonstrate that Kar3-Cik1 acts to maintain the structure of

the spindle midzone, Cik1-3xGFP is most strongly concentrated

just outside of the spindle midzone (Figure 5A; p = 0.79, Kolmo-

gorov-Smirnov [K-S] test). This result provides an interesting

example in which the localization of a protein does not coincide

with its function: Kar3-Cik1 has an important role in establishing

a functional mitotic spindle midzone, even though it is predomi-

nantly localized outside of the midzone.

In Vivo Kar3-Cik1 Molecule Numbers Are Consistent
with Simulation Predictions for Efficient Spindle
Microtubule Alignment
Next, we asked whether the number of Kar3-Cik1 motors pre-

sent inside of cells is predicted to be sufficient to perform the

spindle microtubule alignment function. The average number

of experimental Kar3-Cik1 motors attached to the spindle was

estimated using counting statistics (Rosenfeld et al., 2006;

Teng et al., 2010) (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures),

and we found that there were, on average, �47 Kar3-Cik1 mo-

tors attached to the experimental spindles at any given time (Fig-

ure 5B). Then, by performing simulations that included different

numbers of motors, it was determined that, similar to our exper-

imental estimates, 30–50 simulated minus-end-directed motors

were sufficient to efficiently align midzone microtubules during

the 15 min simulation duration (Figure 5C). This is a timescale

that is similar to metaphase duration in yeast ((Pearson et al.,

2001), although many spindles were well aligned on a much

shorter timescale (e.g., see Movie S2; tduration = 123 s).

Rapid In Vivo Kar3-Cik1 Unbinding Kinetics Is
Consistent with Simulation Predictions for Efficient
Spindle Microtubule Alignment
To characterize the relationship between Kar3-Cik1 spindle un-

binding kinetics and the efficiency of spindle microtubule align-

ment, Kar3-Cik1 turnover on the spindle was evaluated using

fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) experiments.

Here, the Cik1-3xGFP fluorescence in half of the metaphase

spindle was photobleached, and then fluorescence recovery

was observed (Figure 5D, left top). By fitting to an exponential re-
(F) Simulations predict that minus-end-directed motility is critical for midzone m

motors).

(G) Motility of spindle-associated Kar3-Cik1 motors (scale bar, 500 nm) in exper

(H) Consistent with simulation predictions, a kar3-1motor rigor mutant shows wid

cik1D, n = 219; error bars show SEM).

Deve
covery, the FRAP half-time was experimentally determined to be

t1/2 � 2.6 s (Figure 5D, right, magenta). This value was then used

to constrain the simulated Kar3-Cik1 off-rate constant (koff) by

performing simulated FRAP experiments (Figure 5D, left bottom).

We found a reasonable fit between experiment and simulation

using koff = 1 s�1 (Figure 5D, right, blue). This in vivo value for

koff is higher than was observed for the highly processive

in vitro Kar3-Cik1 motors, perhaps due to the high concentration

of short (�300 nm), highly dynamic microtubules in the yeast

metaphase spindle.

Simulation predictions were then made regarding the effect of

motor off-rate (koff) onmidzonemicrotubule alignment efficiency.

Here, the simulated midzone microtubule alignment efficiency

was measured as a function of koff, for vmotor = 50 nm/s and

Nmotor = 30 motors. While the alignment efficiency appeared to

drop off rapidly for koff < 0.3 s�1, the simulated midzone align-

ment efficiencywas relatively robust for koffR 0.3 s�1 (Figure 5E).

We speculate that because the Kar3-Cik1motor concentration is

relatively low, rapid motor turnover on the spindle may release

motors from ‘‘unproductive’’ attachments and thus allow themo-

tors to rapidly search out and correct splayed interpolar

microtubules.

Efficient Midzone Alignment Requires Kar3-Cik1
Motility, Both Experimentally and in Simulation
Finally, the importance of Kar3-Cik1 motility was evaluated by

measuring the sensitivity of spindle microtubule alignment effi-

ciency to a range of motor velocity values, with koff = 1 s�1.

The most important prediction here was that motor motility

was required for efficient microtubule alignment: similar to the

diffusion-only simulations (Figure 3D), simulations with station-

ary motors (i.e., vmotor = 0 nm/s) resulted in a poor efficiency of

microtubule alignment (�20%), even though the motors were al-

lowed to passively crosslink the spindlemicrotubules (Figure 5F),

regardless of the number of stationary motors included in the

simulation (Figure 5F, inset). However, the alignment efficiency

was relatively constant for vmotor R 30 nm/s (Figure 5F).

In experiments, Cik1-3GFP motility was clearly observed in

spindle kymographs (Figure 5G, left). Similarly, even though

the simulation off-rate was assigned as koff = 1 s�1, motility

was also observed in artificial kymographs generated by the

simulation (Figure 5G, right). Therefore, while the in vivo run

length of individual Kar3-Cik1motors is likely to be short, the col-

lective movements of multiple molecules can be observed

streaming toward the minus ends of the spindle microtubules.

To askwhether a reducedmotor velocity would experimentally

reduce the spindle microtubule alignment, we used a previously

described kar3-1 mutant that results in rigor binding of the mo-

tor-head to themicrotubule (Meluh and Rose, 1990). Importantly,

kar3-1 mutant spindles trended toward the cik1D phenotype:

spindle lengths were quantitatively shorter and wider than in

WT spindles (Figure 5H; WT spindle length = 1,353 ± 18 nm

[mean ± SEM]; kar3-1 spindle length = 1,177 ± 32 nm,
icrotubule alignment (inset shows results for increasing numbers of stationary

iments (left) and simulations (right).

er spindle morphology, similar to cik1D spindles (WT, n = 392; kar3-1, n = 199;
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Figure 6. Model for How Minus-End-Directed Kinesin-14 Motors

Could Align Antiparallel Microtubules to Extend Metaphase Spindle

Lengths

In this model, as the Kar3-Cik1 minus-end-directed motor-head (blue circles)

moves toward the spindle poles, the tail travels with the head (blue line), re-

maining attached to its crosslinked microtubule. This action results in ‘‘zip-

pering’’ of the splayed microtubule (green) toward the spindle axis as the

minus-end-directed motor-head walks toward the spindle pole to which its

microtubule is attached. This action leads to a functional midzone, with spindle

microtubules tightly aligned parallel to the spindle axis. Thus, minus-end-

directed kinesin-14 molecular motors then allow for proper targeting and

crosslinking of kinesin-5 molecular motors (magenta) in the spindle midzone,

leading to an increase in outwardly directed spindle forces, and longer

spindles.
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p << 0.0001; spindle width, p = 0.03), suggesting that midzone

microtubules were not properly aligned. In addition, the mean

spindle widths were statistically indistinguishable between

cik1D and kar3-1 spindles (Figure 5H; p = 0.62). We conclude

that the Kar3-Cik1 molecular motors are motile in themetaphase

mitotic spindle and that this motility is required for efficient align-

ment of spindle microtubules during metaphase.
70 Developmental Cell 31, 61–72, October 13, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier I
DISCUSSION

In conclusion, we propose that minus-end-directed kinesin-14

motors align antiparallel microtubules along the spindle axis dur-

ing metaphase (Figure 6, top) and thus allow kinesin-5 motors to

generate outwardly directed spindle forces (Figure 6, bottom).

This mechanism can explain why kinesin-14 inactivation leads

to shorter, unstable metaphase spindle lengths across a number

of different cell types (Table 1). While any crosslinking protein

may act to bundle microtubules, minus-end-directed Kar3-

Cik1 kinesin-14 motors have the important ability to spatially

align microtubules along the spindle axis. This is because the

spindle microtubule minus ends are anchored at the poles, and

so the minus-end-directed Kar3-Cik1 motors act to pivot

splayed microtubules from the opposite pole into alignment

with the spindle pole bodies (Figure 6, top).

Previous reports assign passive crosslinking proteins such as

Ase1 (PRC1 in humans) an important role in the bundling of mid-

zone microtubules during anaphase (Braun et al., 2011; Janson

et al., 2007; Kapitein et al., 2005; Kotwaliwale et al., 2007; Loı̈o-

dice et al., 2005; Schuyler et al., 2003). Similar to our simulation

assumptions, we expect that crosslinking proteins other than ki-

nesin-14 may be required to maintain proper bundling within the

midzone once interpolar microtubules are pivoted into alignment

with the central spindle axis. Therefore, additional crosslinking

proteins may play a key role in maintaining proper midzone

microtubule bundling during metaphase, while kinesin-14 mo-

lecular motors are able to actively pivot and thus spatially align

spindle microtubules along the spindle axis.

We speculate that kinesin-14 molecular motors may serve a

dual purpose in the force balance model for spindle length re-

gulation: in addition to aligning spindle microtubules to build a

functional midzone, thus allowing for an increase in outwardly

directed forces, we speculate that kinesin-14 motors may also

act at interpolar microtubule plus ends to directly generate

inward forces, which could explain why overexpression of kine-

sin-14 motors leads to shorter mitotic spindles in yeast (Hilde-

brandt and Hoyt, 2000). In general, these results demonstrate

that discerning a cellular-level function from a specific in vitro

molecular function requires consideration of how eachmolecular

species works in the context of other molecular species.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

In Vitro Experiments

Purification of Kar3-Cik1 from yeast was based on the protocol described in

Gerson-Gurwitz et al. (2011). In brief, strain YMG68, containing CIK1-GST

andKAR3-GFP behind theGAL1 promoter, was grown up, cellswere harvested

by centrifugation, and then frozen dropwise in liquid nitrogen. The cell lysate

was centrifuged at 18,0003 g, 4�C, for 30min, and the supernatant was saved.

This soluble lysate was mixed with�0.9 ml of glutathione Sepharose 4B beads

(GE Healthcare). The proteins were eluted by mixing the beads four times for

10 min at 4�C in 0.5 ml of MB175 buffer + 13 protease inhibitors, 1% Triton

X-100, and10 mM reduced glutathione. Solutions were collected after each

elution, snap frozen, and stored in liquid nitrogen. Stabilized microtubule seeds

were made and imaging chambers constructed as previously described (Gell

et al., 2010), with details in Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

Motor Protein Motility Assays

Following addition of microtubules, the chamber was incubated for �5 min,

and the chamber was washed of nonbound microtubules by flowing through
nc.
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of 100 ml of 80 mM PIPES buffer (pH 6.8) containing 1 mM EGTA and 1 mM

MgCl2 (Brb80). Then, 100 ml of imaging buffer was added to the chamber, con-

sisting of 20 mM D-glucose, 90 mg/ml casein, 10 mg/ml catalase, 20 mg/ml

glucose oxidase, 10 mM dithiothreitol, 2 mM ATP, 1% Tween 20, and

75 mM KCl (except as specified otherwise for Figure S5) in Brb80. Lastly,

50 ml of reaction mixture identical to the imaging buffer, except for the addition

of motor protein, was added to the chamber.

The gliding assay was identical to the motility assay, except that after Kar3-

Cik1 motors were introduced to the chamber and allowed to adhere to the

microtubules, the chamber was then flushed with the identical Kar3-Cik1

motor reaction mixture again, and cargo microtubules were included in the

new mixture (Alexa 647-labeled GMPCPP microtubules).

To perform the bulk crosslinking assay, green Alexa 488- and red rhoda-

mine-labeled seeds were premade, spun down, and resuspended in Brb80.

Then, red and green seeds were mixed together with either Brb80, or with

Kar3-Cik1 and a correspondingly lower amount of Brb80, so that total volumes

in each case were identical. Both control and experimental mixtures were then

incubated for 30 or 60 min at 30�C in a dark room. Finally, 5 ml of the control or

experimental mixtures was placed on a slide, a coverslip was placed on top of

the drop, and the edges were sealed with clear nail polish. Images were then

taken in TIRF as described above. Percent of bundling was quantified by

counting the number of bundled and unbundled microtubules on each image.

TEM

To visualize Kar3-Cik1 protein bound to microtubules using TEM, GMPCPP

seeds were added to motor buffer and purified Kar3-Cik1 protein. A drop of

the seed, protein, and motor buffer mixture was placed on a 300-mesh car-

bon-coated copper grid for 1 min. At 1 min, the grid was washed with six drops

of motor buffer and then stained with 1% uranyl acetate for 1 min. The stain

was then wicked away with filter paper, and the grid was left to dry and then

stored. Specimens were observed using an FEI Technai Spirit BioTWIN trans-

mission electronmicroscope. Imageswere recorded at 15,000–20,0003 at�3

to �5 defocus.

Electron Tomography

Cells were prepared for electron tomography using methods published previ-

ously (Giddings et al., 2001) and described in Supplemental Experimental

Procedures.

In Vivo Yeast Mitotic Spindle Imaging

All yeast strains were grown overnight and then immobilized during imaging on

a coverslip to allow for TIRF imaging. Flow chambers for imaging live yeast

cells were constructed, and image analysis was performed per detailed de-

scriptions in Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

Statistical Analysis

All reported t tests were two-tailed t tests, assuming two samples with unequal

variance. A two-sample K-S test was used to compare simulation to experi-

ment using the MATLAB function kstest2 with option significance level 0.01.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures,

four figures, and seven movies and can be found with this article online at

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.devcel.2014.07.023.
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